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Automatic techniques for generating a test fatabase for a given query are studied. The 
methods can be applied in the testing of queries. We define the concept of a complete test 
database, characterize the notion using Armstrong databases, and give two constructions for 
producing complete test databases. We also give a method for generating databases that 
illustrate the effect of each operation appearing in the query. 0 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Examples play a key role in the testing of queries and in the learning of a new 
relational query language. If the language is studied from a texbook or from a 
manual, then illustrative examples can considerably speed up the process. Another 
common situation is that a novice sits at a terminal with a copy of the manual and 
learns the language by trial and error. This means writing a set of queries on the 
basis of a given database and checking that the queries execute as intended. 
The pre-existing database cannot assume any knowledge of the queries that are 
being tested. A necessary consequence of this is that the database must be fairly 
large. This is unfortunate, because it makes it difficult to check that the result 
produced by the query is the one that the user had in mind. This is particularly true 
for queries involving joins, since the intermediate results can be huge. 
We propose a method whereby a test database is generated individually for each 
given query. The actual data values may well come from some predefined database 
existing in the background, but the important point is that the database shown to 
* An extended abstract of this paper was presented at the Fifth ACM SIGACT-SIGMOD Symposium 
on Principles of Database Systems, Cambridge, Mass., March 1986. This work was supported by the 
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the user varies depending on the query. Such an arrangement has several advan- 
tages: 
(a) The database is small, since it can be custom designed for the query. 
(b) The database is a complete test for the query. There are not any missing 
cases (combinations of values) that would not come up in the example. 
(c) The learning process is driven by the features of the query language, not by 
a predefined database that would focus the user’s attention only on the various 
ways that the values in the database can combined or used in the queries. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let us consider the Happy Valley Food Coop from [U182]. The 
database scheme contains the relation schemes 
ORDERS (ORDER-NO, NAME, ITEM, QUANTITY) 
and 
SUPPLIERS (SNAME, SADDRESS, ITEM, PRICE). 
The functional dependencies are 
F= (ORDER-NO --) NAME ITEM QUANTITY, 
SNAME + SADDRESS, 
SNAME ITEM + PRICE > . 
The first nontrivial example query in [U182], “Print the supplier names, items, and 
prices of all suppliers that supply at least one item ordered by Brooks,” can be 
expressed in relational algebra as 
=SNAME,ITEM,PRlCE (a NAME=‘8rooks’(ORDERSw SUPPLIERS)). 
Our construction generates for the given query the relations shown below. They 
are considerably smaller than the ones used in [U182], and their join has three 
tuples. Each relation has both tuples that match with a tuple in the other relation, 
and tuples that do not match. Thus the effect of the natural join is illustrated 
thoroughly. Similarly, selection by “NAME = ‘Brooks”’ removes a tuple from the 
intermediate result, and projection on the final attribute set removes one more 
tuple. Thus the effect of each operation is illustrated. 
ORDERS: ORDERNO NAME ITEM QUANTITY 
1 Brooks, B. Granola 5 
2 Brooks, B. Granola 5 
3 Robin, R. Granola 5 
4 Hart, W. Whey 10 
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SUPPLIERS. SNAME SADDRESS ITEM PRICE 
Sunshine Produce 
Tasti Suply Co. 
16 River St. 
17 River St. 
Granola 1.29 
Lettuce .89 
Example 1 emphasizes the ihstrativeness of the test database, i.e., the feature that 
each operation has a noticeable effect on the intermediate result. This is an impor- 
tant property from the point of view of learning a query language. Another natural, 
more theoretical property of test databases is completeness. A Q-complete test 
database distinguishes a given query from all nonequivalent queries in the class Q. 
Our study of example databases starts in Section 2 from the definition of a Q- 
complete test case for a given query. We also characterize complete test cases using 
Armstrong databases. This characterization is used to guide the search for methods 
for producing such databases. In Section 3 it is shown that a complete test database 
does not necessarily exist for an arbitrary class Q. However, if Q is restricted to 
select-project-join queries (SPJ-queries, for short) with no selections of the form 
A = a or A #a, complete test databases exist and they can be constructed by a 
method that resembles the construction of Armstrong databases. 
Although this result is theoretically interesting, the class of queries is smaller than 
is desirable in practice. Therefore we proceed by trying to consider more practical 
classes of queries. In Section 4 we given another construction that can be used for 
SPJ-queries where no relation scheme appears more than once in the query, and 
which contain no selections of the form A #a, A #B, A < B or A > B. We try to 
distinguish these queries from queries that are “close” to them, i.e., from queries 
obtained by dropping some of the selection conditions in the given query. Even for 
this class complete databases do not always exist; however, when such a database 
exists, our construction produces one efficiently. The algorithm can also be used as 
a test of existence of complete test databases for this class of queries. 
This class is already more practical than the one considered in Section 3, since 
equalities are a common form of conditions appearing in queries. Unfortunately, 
the constructed test database does not very well satisfy the practical property 
discussed in Example 1, illustrativeness. Therefore we give in Section 5 a third 
algorithm for SPJ-queries where each relation scheme is allowed to appear at most 
once in the query. The construction follows the structure of the query, and the 
result illustrates the effect of the operations in the query. 
2. COMPLETE TEST DATABASES 
We start this section by introducing some notation following [Ul82] and 
[Ma83]. Let R = (R,, . . . . Rk) be a relational database scheme and Q a query that 
can be applied to R. An R-database (or just database, if R is understood) is a 
sequence of finite relations r = (r,, . . . . rk). Databases and database schemes are 
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denoted by boldface symbols, whereas italics is used for relations and relation 
schemes. We denote the result of Q applied to database r by Q(r). 
Let D be a set of dependencies, and denote by attr(D) the set of attributes 
appearing in D. If r is a relation over (a superset of) attr(D), then r l= D means that 
all dependencies of D hold in r. The dependency d is a consequence of D, D /= d, if 
I l== {d} for all relations r such that r b D. The set of all consequences of D is 
denoted by D*. 
Let r = (rl, . . . . rk) be an R-database, where R = (R,, . . . . Rk) is such that all 
attributes of attr(D) appear in R. Define 
TC~,(D) = {dE D* 1 only attributes of Ri appear in d}. 
Then r k D means that all dependencies of D hold in r, that is, ri k x&(D) for 
each ri in r. If d is a single dependency, r i= d means r k (d}. In the sequel, we con- 
sider only functional dependencies (unless otherwise mentioned), although much of 
the theory can be generalized for more general dependencies. Furthermore, we do 
not allow nonstandard functional dependencies, i.e., dependencies with an empty 
left-hand side. Assume D is the set of dependencies holding in R. Then two queries 
Q and Q’ are equioalent, denoted by Q E Q’, if for all r such that r /= D we have 
Q(r) = Q’(r). 
Suppose the user has given a query Q. What kind of a test database would be 
most useful for checking whether Q is what the user really intended? Consider the 
following definition. Let Q = ( Qi 1 i E Z} b e a class of queries (I is the index set of Q) 
and Q a single query. A test database r is Q-complete for Q, if for all Qi E Q such 
that Qi is not equivalent with Q we have Q(r) # Qi(r). 
A Q-complete test case distinguishes the given query from all nonequivalent 
queries in the class Q. As we assume that the user can tell whether the test results 
are correct or not, a complete test case is in a sense the best possible: the difference 
between the given query and any nonequivalent query in the class Q shows up in 
the test result. The definition of completeness bears a close resemblance to notions 
of goodness of test data developed, e.g., by Brooks [Br80] and Budd and Angluin 
[BA82]. Naturally, the us&lness of such databases depends on the choice of the 
class Q. Note that complete test databases can be used to test query equivalence: to 
test whether Q G Q’, (Q, Q’ E Q), form a complete test database r for Q and check 
the condition Q(r) = Q’(r). Thus forming complete test databases is probably not 
easy, as testing query equivalence is not easy [ASU79]. 
The definition of completeness appears impractical: it gives no indication of how 
such test databases could be constructed. It is not even clear that test cases do exist; 
in fact, in some situations they do not. 
We next relate the notion of completeness to the well-known concept of an 
Armstrong database [Fa82]. Let D be a class of dependencies and D E D a set of 
dependencies, A D-Armstrong database for D is a database r such that for all dE D, 
r+d ifandonlyif Dkd. 
Thus an Armstrong database for D satisfies exactly the consequences of D. 
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Let R be a database scheme, Q a query, and S, a new relation scheme such that 
the result of Q has the attributes S,. We consider the query dependencies 
QcS, and S,cQ 
resembling the algebraic dependencies of [YP82]. Let r = (r,, .,., rk) be an R- 
database, and s a relation that corresponds to S,. The database r’ = (rl , . . . . rk, s), 
denoted by [r, s], satisfies Q E S,, if Q(r) c s. It satisfies S, G Q, if s c Q(r). As 
usual, this is denoted by [r, s] k Q E S, and [r, s] + S, E Q. Let Q be a class of 
queries and D a class of dependencies. We say that D is sufficient for Q, if for all 
Q E Q the query dependencies Q E S, and S, E Q are in D. 
THEOREM 2. Let R be database scheme, Q a class of queries, and D a class of 
dependencies that is sufficient for Q. Let Q be a query, and assume there exists a 
D-Armstrong database [r, s] for the set {Q ES,, S, E Q}. Then r is a Q-complete 
test database for Q. 
Proof: Let Q’ be a query from Q. If Q and Q’ are nonequivalent, there exists a 
database r’ such that Q(r’) # Q’(r’). Let s’ = Q(r’). Then 
Cr’,s’l k {Q~s,,s,cQ}, (1) 
but 
[r’, s’] I+ {Q’ G SQ, S, E Q’), (2) 
since Q’(r’) # Q(r’) = s’. From (1) and (2) we get 
{QGS,,S,~Q) k {Q’-,,S,cQ’>; 
that is, either 
{QES,,S,EQ, k Q’ES, 
or 
{Q-,, S&Q> F S,sQ’. 
As [r, s] is an Armstrong database for {Q E S,, S, c Q}, we have 
[r, s] /$ Q’ c S, or Cr,sl F S,sQ’; 
i.e., 
Q’(r) d s or s & Q’(r). 
But this means that Q’(r) #s, as desired. i 
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Theorem 2 indicates that the techniques for generating Armstrong databases 
[Fa82] might be used to produce complete test databases. In the sequel we apply 
two such methods, the union construction and the chase. 
3. A UNION CONSTRUCTION 
In this section we start by giving examples of situations where complete test 
databases do not exist. Next we outline a general technique for constructing test 
cases and give conditions under which the technique is applicable. The results show 
that complete test databases exist for a fairly large class of queries consisting of 
SPJ-queries with no selections of the form A = a or A #a. 
A Q-complete test database for Q has to prove the nonequivalence of Q and Qi 
for many queries Qi. Sometimes the requirements caused by different queries Qi are 
conflicting, and no complete test database exists. The following are examples of this. 
EXAMPLE 3. Consider the scheme R = R(AB) and the queries 
Q = R 
Q’=o A+I v srl(Rh 
Q”=g 
A# I v srz(R) 
under the dependency A + B. Although Q is not equivalent with Q’ or Q”, there is 
no {Q’, Q”}-complete test relation for Q. Such a relation r would have to contain 
the tuple (1, 1) to show the difference between Q and Q’, and the tuple (1,2) to 
show the difference between Q and Q”. But these two tuples cannot be in the same 
relation because of the functional dependency A + B. 
EXAMPLE 4. Consider the schemes R = R(A) and S= S(B) and the queries 
Q = R,@ x 9, 
Q’ = n.JR x OS= ,G)), 
Q” = zAR x OS+ I(S)). 
Again, no {Q’, Q” }-complete test database d = (I, s) for Q exists. The reason is that 
Q’(d) # Q(d) if and only if s is nonempty and the tuple (1) is not in s, and Q”(d) # 
Q(d) if and only ifs= ((1)). 
Let Q= {Qili~Z}. A ’ pl sim e method for constructing Q-complete test databases 
for Q is to choose for each Qi~ Q, Qi $Q, a database ri= (rf , . . . . rb) such that 
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Qi(ri) # Q(ri). These examples of nonequivalence with Q are then collected together 
to a database r by taking their union: 
r=U {riliElj=(U {r{liEZ},..., IJ (ri[ieZ}) 
We call this method the union construction. It resembles a method for constructing 
Armstrong databases presented in [Fa82]. If a set of dependencies is required to 
hold, care must be taken so that the result of the union construction satisfies the 
dependencies. 
EXAMPLE 5. Consider the schemes R = R(AB) and S = S(K) and the queries 
Q = nB(oA =c,(R))> 
Q’ = nnB(cA AR w S)), 
Q” = zg( R). 
A database like r = { (4, l)}, s = ((2,2)} s h ows that Q and Q’ are not equivalent. A 
database like r = { (0, 0)}, s = 125 shows that Q and Q” are not equivalent. Taking 
the union of these databases we get r = ((4, l), (0, 0)}, s= {(2,2)}, which is a 
{Q’, Q”}-complete test database for Q. 
When does the union construction work? A trivial observation is that if a 
Q-complete test database r for Q exists, a sufficiently informed union construction 
can produce it. One simply has to choose r as the example database ri showing the 
nonequivalence of Q and Qi, for all Qi E Q. 
A more interesting question is: When does a simpleminded union construction 
work? By this we mean a construction that picks out the examples of non- 
equivalence independently of each other (using distinct values) and then forms their 
union. Example 4 showed that sometimes this union is not an example of non- 
equivalence any more. In Example 3 two examples of nonequivalence could not be 
fitted together because of a functional dependency. These observations motivate the 
following definitions. 
Denote by val(r) the set of values occurring in the tuples of r. Databases r and s 
are disjoint, if val(r) and val(s) are disjoint sets. Two queries Q and Q’ are 
continuously nonequivalent, if for all disjoint databases r and s we have 
Q(r) # Q’(r) * Q(r u s) # Q’(r us). 
For example, the queries Q and Q’ in Example 4 are not continuously non- 
equivalent. This property is crucial if the union construction is to be applied in a 
straightforward fashion, as the following theorem shows. 
THEOREM 6. Assume Q and Qi are continuously nonequivalent for aN i E I. Assume 
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there is a family {ri 1 i E I} of disjoint databases such that Q(ri) # Qi(ri) for all i. Then 
U {riliEI} is a (Qili~Z}-complete test database for Q. 
Proof. Immediate from the definitions. Note that u {ri) i6 I> satisfies all 
necessary dependencies, since the databases ri satisfy them and the databases are 
disjoint; therefore taking their union does not invalidate any nonstandard 
functional dependencies. 1 
Thus, if the property of being an example of nonequivalence is preserved under 
disjoint extensions, and if disjoint examples of nonequivalence can be found, com- 
plete test databases do exist and can be easily constructed. Example 4 violated the 
first condition and Example 3 the second. 
When are two queries continuously nonequivalent? We prove a general result 
showing that any two queries from a subclass of SPJ-queries are continuously non- 
equivalent. For this we need a definition. We say that a query Q is conservative, if 
for all disjoint databases r and s we have 
if t is in Q(r u s) and t contains only values from val(r), then t is in Q(r). 
For example, for schemes N(A) and M(B) the query Q = ‘II,(N x M) is not conser- 
vative. Let r = ({l)}, 0) and s = (0, ((2))); then Q(r us) = ((l)}, but Q(r) = 0. 
LEMMA 7. Select-project-join queries are conservative. (Cartesian products are not 
allowed.) 
Proof A straightforward induction on the structure of the query. 1 
A query Q is monotone, if for all disjoint databases r and s we have Q(r) c 
Q(r u 4. 
LEMMA 8. Select-project-join queries are monotone. 
Proof Immediate. (The result actually holds for all (not necessarily disjoint) 
databases r and s.) 1 
LEMMA 9. Zf Q and Q’ are conservative and monotone, they are continuously non- 
equivalent. 
Proof Assume r and s are disjoint, and that Q(r) # Q’(r). Without loss of 
generality we can assume that there is a tuple t in Q(r)- Q’(r). Then by 
monotonicity t E Q(r u s), but by conservativeness t 4 Q’(r u s). 1 
Theorem 6 required continuous nonequivalence and the existence of disjoint 
examples of nonequivalence. The first one was studied above; we now turn to the 
second. 
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Let D be the domain of attribute values. A renaming B of a database r is a 
function 
8: val(r) -+ D 
such that the image of val(r) under 8 is disjoint from val(r). The renamed database 
O(r) is obtained by replacing each value u in the tuples of r by its image 0(v). Two 
renamings 8 and 0’ of a database r are disjoint, if the images of val(r) under 6 and 8’ 
are disjoints sets. 
A query Q is renameable, if for all databases r there exist infinitely many disjoint 
renamings 8 of r such that 
G?(W) = W!(r)). 
That is, a renameable query is such that a renaming can either be done before or 
after the query without affecting the result. One could also call renameable queries 
value-oblivious. (Dependencies are usually considered to be sentences having this 
type of property; see [U182].) 
THEOREM 10. Assume the queries Q and Qi, iE Z, are conservative, monotone, and 
renameable. Then the union construction produces a { Qi 1 i E I}-complete test database 
for Q- 
Proof: By Lemma 9, Q and Qj are continuously nonequivalent for all i E Z. By 
Theorem 6, it is sufficient to show that there are disjoint databases ri such that 
Q(ri) # Qi(ri), for all ie I. But this is easy to show using renameability. Assume for 
simplicity that Z= { 1,2, . ..}. and that all queries Qi are nonequivalent with Q. (We 
can simply forget the equivalent ones.) For each ie Z, let si be a database such that 
Q(si) + Qi(si). 
Let rl =s,; for i> 1, let t?r, e,, . . . be disjoint renamings of si. Let ri = 0,(s,), where 
j is the first index k such that tI,(s,) is disjoint from r,, :.., rip,. Such an index 
exists, since the renamings are disjoint and the databases rl, . . . . rip, contain only a 
finite number of distinct values. i 
Consider the class of SPJ-queries where no selections of the form A = a or A #a 
are allowed. That is, selections have the form A = B, A -C B, A > B, A #B, A <a, or 
A > a, where A and B are attributes and a is a constant. Assume further that the 
order relation the predicates “ < ” and “ > ” refer to is a dense linear order: e.g., 
instead of integers our domain consists of character strings or reals. Denote this 
class by SPJ,. 
THEOREM 11. Queries in SPJ, are renameable. 
ProojI Let r be an arbitrary database and Q E SPJD. Let V denote the set of 
values appearing in Q or in val(r). By the dense domain assumption, for any two 
consecutive values u and u in V there exist infinitely many values v, < u2 < . . . . all of 
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which are greater than v and smaller than U. Define 8’ such that e’(u) = Vi for each 
vEval(r). Clearly, @= {t?‘li>O} is an infinite set of disjoint renamings of r. 
Consider then the renameability of Q. For any subexpression Q’ of Q that does 
not contain constants, it is obvious that 
Q’(W) = e(Q’@)) for each 8 E 0. 
If Q’(r) = oA co (Q”(r)), where QU(O(r)) = e(Q”(r)) for all 8EQ, then Q/(0(r))= 
e(Q)(r)) for each 8 E 0 : by the construction of 8, e(v) < a if and only if v <a. 
A symmetric argument holds for selection conditions of the form A > a. The result 
follows by a straightforward induction on the structure of Q. i 
We have obtained our main result in this section. 
THEOREM 12. Let Q and Qi, in I, be queries from SPJ,. Then the union con- 
struction produces a { Qi 1 i E I}-complete test database for Q. 
Proof: The result follows from Lemmas 7 and 8 and Theorems 10 and 11. 1 
This result is a very general one: it shows that for any class Q E SPJ, and any 
query Q from SPJ, we can easily form a Q-complete test database for Q. The 
weakness of the result is that we had to forbid selections with an equality. 
(However, the presence of selection conditions of the form A = a or A # a does not 
necessarily destroy everything of the above theory. In many cases the union con- 
struction seems to work even with such selections.) Another drawback is that 
straight application of the union construction produces quite large test databases. 
4. A CHASE CONSTRUCTION 
In the previous section we tried to give a general construction for producing 
complete test databases. While we managed to prove a reasonably general result, 
some cases were difficult. A further example of possible difficulties is the following. 
EXAMPLE 13. Let Q=G A < ,,(R). For all z this query is nonequivalent with the 
query 
Q,=fl A<100 h B<Z(Rh 
but for any given finite relation r, there exists a z such that Q(r) = Q,(r). Thus, no 
finite {Q,lz= 1, 2, . ..}- complete test relation for Q exists. 
But let us pause for a moment and reflect the significance of this example for our 
original objectives. Do we ever want to generate Q-complete test databases for such 
classes Q? It is not very likely that the user would ever have difficulties in telling 
the query oA < 1oo (R) and the queries in Q apart. 
Rather, we want to generate examples which differentiate the given query from 
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queries resembling it. That is, we assume that the user gives a query which is close 
to what he/she really wants. This is the “competent programmer hypothesis” known 
from the theory of testing [Br80]. Unfortunately, the following example shows that 
even this assumption is not sufficient to guarantee the existence of complete test 
databases. 
EXAMPLE 14. Consider the schemes R(AB) and S(K) and the queries 
Q=n,(o,=,,.=,,.=,(ABwBC)), 
Q’=nAo.A=4 ,, B=~(ABwBC)), 
Q” = n,JoB= 1 ,, cc ,(ABw BC)). 
There is no {Q’, Q”}-complete test database for Q. Let d = (r, s). Now Q(d) # Q’(d) 
if and only if (4, l)~r, (1, 5)4 s, and (1, X) ES for some x # 5. But Q”(d) # Q(d) 
requires that ( 1, 5) E s. 
Example 14 shows that it is impossible to distinguish simultaneously between a 
query Q and two queries Q’ and Q” obtained from Q by dropping a conjunct from 
the selection conditions. Q’ and Q” are intuitively quite close to Q, so the result is 
somewhat disappointing. However, we next give a construction which succeeds in 
producing a {Qi}-complete test database for Q if such a database exists, for the 
case where the queries Qi are formed from Q by dropping some selection or join 
conditions from Q. The method is basically similar to the chase construction for 
Armstrong databases given in [Fa82]. 
The normal form for select-project-join queries in [LY85] is a triple (X, C, R), 
where X is the set of attributes in the result of the query, C is the set of selection 
and join conditions and R is the set of schemes considered. For example, the query 
in Example 1 can be expressed as ( { SNAME, ITEM, PRICE}, {NAME = ‘Brooks’, 
ORDERS.ZTEM = SUPPLZERS.ZTEM), (ORDERS, SUPPLIERS) ). A query in 
normal form can be evaluated by computing the Cartesian product of the relations 
corresponding to the schemes in R, choosing the rows from the product satisfying 
the conditions of C, and projecting these rows onto I’. 
Suppose now we are given SPJ-queries Q = (X, C, R) and Qi= (Xi, Ci, Ri), where 
ie Z. Assume that the condition sets C and Ci, i E Z, contain only selections of the 
form A = B, A = a, A < a, and A > a. (Selections of the form A < a and A > a could 
easily be included.) Assume further that each condition in C belongs also to some 
set Ci (this is a very natural requirement), and that there are no unnecessary con- 
ditions in C (e.g., if C contains the condition A < 100, condition A < 200 does not 
belong to C). We can assume that Xi= X for all igZ (differentiating queries Qi with 
Xi # X from Q is trivial: any database suffices). We can also assume that Ri = R for 
all iE Z (we can substitute the set of all schemes for R and Ri). Denote by U the 
disjoint union of all attributes occurring in the schemes of R. 
Our basic assumption is that the queries Qi are formed from Q by removing 
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some conditions. I.e., as Q = (X, C, R) and Qi= (Xi, Ci, Ri), we have Ci= C. 
Intuitively, this assumption means that Qi is simpler than Q in the sense that some 
joins are not done or some selection conditions are not checked. We further assume 
that the set C contains only atomic conditions, i.e., disjunctions are not allowed. 
For technical reasons we also forbid selections of the form A # a, A # B, A < B, and 
A > B. 
From the query in Example 1 one obtains the queries 
and 
=SNAM,ITEh4,PRICE (0 NAME= *Brooks’ (ORDERS x SUPPLIERS)) 
by dropping one of the two conditions in the normal form. 
From [LY85] we know that if Q and Qi are not equivalent, the condition sets C 
and Ci are not equivalent. That is, there exists a tuple Vi (over U) such that C,(o,) 
holds, but C(u,) does not hold. We form such tuples vi in the following way. We say 
that attribute A is forced to be c by condition set Ci, if A = c E Ci, or A = BE Ci and 
B is forced to be c by Ci. The tuples vi will be such that C,(u,) holds, no condition 
in C - Ci holds of vi and the values ui[A] and uj[B] are equal for i # j or A # B 
only if ui[A] is forced to be c by Ci and Uj[B] is also forced to be c by Cj. By the 
density of the domains, such tuples vi, i E Z, can be found. 
Denote by r” = { tiI i E Z} the relation over U obtained by chasing the relation 
{vi 1 i E Z> with respect to the functional dependencies of the scheme. 
LEMMA 15. The changing of the values during the chase can be done so that for 
each i E Z, Ci(ti) holds. 
Proof: Follows directly from our assumptions about the condition set C. 1 
Denote by r the database obtained by projecting r” to the schemes of R, and by 
r’ the Cartesian product of the relations in r. 
EXAMPLE 16. Consider the queries Q, Q’, and Q” of Example 14. The tuples u’ 
and u” are for instance 
A R.B S.B C 
v’ 4 1 1 8 
Vn 9 1 1 5 
There are no functional dependencies, so the resulting database r is (( (4, 1 ), (9, 1 )}, 
{ (1,8), (1,5)}). This is not a {Q’, Q”} -complete test database for Q, and indeed 
there is no such database. This is not a coincidence, as the next result shows. 
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THEOREM 17. There is u { Qil in I}-complete test database for Q if and only if‘r is 
such a database. 
Proof The if-direction is trivial. Suppose then there is a { Qi 1 i E Z}-complete test 
database s for Q ; we show that also T is { Qi 1 i E I}-complete. 
We need the concept of renaming from Section 3 in a slightly modified form: a 
renaming of a database d is a mapping 
0 : val(d) + D, 
where D is the set of all possible values. (Here we do not require that the image of 
val(d) is disjoint from val(d).) A renaming 8 again maps a tuple t = (a,, . . . . a,,) to 
the tuple e(t) = (O(a,), . . . . O(a,)), a relation r to the relation O(r) = {e(t) 1 t E r}, and 
a database d = (r, , . . . . r,) to the database B(d) = (O(r,), . . . . O(r,)). 
Denote by s’ the Cartesian product of the relations of s. For each i E Z there exists 
a row USES’ such that u,[X] E Qi(s) - Q(s). In particular, C,(u,) holds, but C(u,) 
does not hold. Let 8 be a renaming of r such that for all ig Z we have O(ti) = ui. 
Such a renaming exists, since the values in r are disjoint wherever possible. Note 
that if an attribute A is forced to be c by Ci, then ui[A] = c. 
As O({tiliEZ})= {uijiEZ}- cs’, each relation of the database O(r) is included in 
the corresponding relation of s (denoted by O(r) G s). 
Let ieZ be arbitrary. By Lemma 15, t,[X] E Q,(r). If t,[X] E Q(r), then 
~iCXl= WJCJI = W,CU) E &Q(r)). 
We will show that e(Q(r))G Q(O(r)). Since O(r) GS, we have Q(O(r)) G Q(s) (see 
Lemma 8) and therefore u,[X] E Q(s). But this contradicts our assumption that 
u,[X] E Q,(s) - Q(s), thus proving the theorem. 
It remains to prove the inclusion O(Q(r)) E Q(O(r)). Let O(w[X]) be an arbitrary 
element of O(Q(r)). Then w E r’ and C(w) holds. We show that C(e(w)) holds, which 
means that e(w)[X] = e(w[X]) belongs to Q(O(r)). 
Let DE C be a condition; thus D(w) holds. D is of the form A = B, A = a, A < a, 
or A>a. 
Case 1. D is A = B. Since D(w) holds, w[A] = w[B]. This implies B(w)[A] = 
B(w)[B], i.e., 0(0(w)) holds. 
Case 2. D is A = c. Thus w[A] = c. Since WE r’, w[A] = ti[A] for some iEZ. 
Since DE C, for some FEZ, tj[A] = c for this j. As ti[A] and tj[A] are equal, t,[A] 
is forced to be c. Therefore ui[A] = c. But @I,)= ui, and hence O(w[A])= 
O(t,[A]) = ui[A] = c and 0(0(w)) holds. 
Case 3. D is A<a. Thus w[A]<a, and again w[A]= tiCA] for some i6Z. 
Then D E Ci, since otherwise tiCA] would be at least a (ti satisfies no condition in 
C- Ci). NOW O(w[A]) = e(t,[A]) = ui[A] <a, since C,(u,) holds. Hence 0(0(w)) 
holds. 
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The remaining case is analogous. 
We showed that each condition D E C holds of 0(w). But this means that C(&w)) 
holds, concluding the proof. 1 
Theorem 17 gives a simple method for generating test databases. We start from 
the query Q and transform it into normal form, say (X, C, R). Suppose 
C = {D, ) k E K} and let Qk = (X, C- {Dk}, R). Then we do the above construction 
and generate the database r. Finally, we check that it is { Qk 1 k E K}-complete; i.e., it 
really differentiates Q from Qk for all k E K. 
The problem with this scenario is that the results are not always very informative. 
E.g., if we apply the method to the query of Example 1, the construction gives a 
database consisting of two-tuple relations. The result of the original query is empty 
on this database! The modified queries yield a nonempty result. While the resulting 
database is complete for a reasonable class of queries, we feel that from the original 
point of view it is not the best possible. One reason is that the structure of the 
query is lost when moving to the normal form. For the user also the intermediate 
results obtained when evaluating the query in its original form are important. We 
conclude the paper in Section 5 by giving a heuristic construction based on the 
structure of the query. 
5. AN ILLUSTRATIVE CONSTRUCTION 
The construction of this section is partly based on the idea, used in Section 4, of 
looking at the sets of conditions occurring in the query. It is also motivated by the 
goal of generating an illustrative result. That is, we want to form test databases 
which show how each operation in the query transforms the relations. 
It is useful to represent the query as a query graph in the normal way. For 
Example 1 the graph is in Fig. 1; the nodes have been numbered for further 
reference. 
The construction algorithm will traverse the query tree twice. During the first, 
FIGURE 1 
571138/2-2 
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bottom-up traversal, each node is associated with a set of constraints that the 
relation at the node must satisfy. The second, top-down traversal starts by 
generating a relation that is associated with the root node, i.e., the result of the 
query. It then propagates the relation downwards and makes at each node the 
necessary modifications so that the resulting relations satisfy the constraints and 
also illustrate the effect of the relational operations. 
At the end of the top-down step each leaf node has been associated with a 
relation. These relations will form our test database. For this idea to work, we have 
to exclude the case where some relation scheme appears several times in the query, 
otherwise the corresponding relation could not be determined uniquely. Another 
restriction is that like in Section 2, we assume that the domains are dense. Thus, if 
one selection condition selects tuples where A < 4 and another selects tuples with 
A > 3, it is still possible to construct a tuple satisfying both conditions. 
The Basic Construction 
The details of the algorithm will be developed gradually, starting with a simple 
version that is relined later. We begin with queries where selections contain no 
disjunctions or conjunctions. Thus the possible selection conditions are of the 
form A6a or ABB, where 0~ (=, f, <, <, > , Z }. Initially we will ignore all 
dependencies. 
With each node n of the query tree we maintain a set of constraints C, on the 
attributes and constants appearing in the query. Each tuple in the relation that 
corresponds to n must satisfy C,. That is, if t[A ] and t[B] are two values in the 
same tuple, and if C, implies A < B, then t[A] < t[ B] must hold. A similar rule 
holds for comparisons against constants. The set C, is determined as follows. 
. If n is a leaf node, C, is empty. 
l If n represents xX(Q) and m is the son of n, then C, is obtained from C, by 
(i) adding to C, the constraints that are implied by the partial order embedded in 
C, (i.e., by taking the transitive closure of the partial order) and (ii) then dropping 
all constraints that mention attributes not appearing in X. 
l If n represents ati and m is the son of n, then C, = C, u $. 
l If n represents Q w S and if m and p are the sons of n, then C, = C, v C,. 
If at any stage during the bottom-up phase the set C, is not satisfiable (this can be 
easily tested), the propagation stops and an empty example relation will be 
associated with n and all its ancestors. Otherwise the construction eventually 
associates a set of constraints C, with the root node s. In Example 1 the set C, is 
empty: the only condition is projected out at the root. 
The set C, is used to generate the result relation of the query, rs. The relation rs 
can be chosen in various ways. From the point of view of illustrating the effect of 
query operations the relation can be very small: it is sufficient to have one tuple 
that satisfies the conditions to guarantee that the result of the query is nonempty. 
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We will assume that for Example 1 the relation ri is chosen to be {(Sunshine 
Produce, Granola, 1.29)). 
Suppose a relation rn is associated with node n. If n is an internal node, the sons 
of n will receive their respective relations during the top-down phase as follows. 
First, if n represents n,(Q) and m is the son of n, the relation r,,, is obtained 
from rn by 
(1) padding the tuples with values that satisfy C,, and 
(2) adding to the relation a tuple t satisfying C, such that t[X] = s for some 
s in rn, but t # s’, where s’ is the padded version of s. 
Padding is always done with fresh values that do not appear elsewhere in the 
database. The insertion of t illustrates the selective nature of the projection. The 
addition is done only if it is possible; i.e., the constraints C, may completely deter- 
mine the values outside X, in which case the projection cannot eliminate any tuples. 
In Example 1 relation rz is 
ORDER-NO NAME ITEM QUANTITY SNAME SADDRESS PRICE 
1 Brooks, B. Granola 5 Sunshine Produce 16 River St. 1.29 
2 Brooks, B. Granola 5 Sunshine Produce 16 River St. 1.29 
If n represents O,(Q) and m is the son of n, relation rm is obtained from rn by 
adding to the relation a tuple t that does not satisfy $. Again, this step is carried 
out only if it is permitted by the constraints. If C, = C,, the selection operation is 
redundant and the nodes will receive the same relation. To be a good illustration of 
ati(Q), t should resemble some already existing tuple in rn as closely as possible. In 
Example 1 we have chosen the relation r3: 
ORDER-NO NAME ITEM QUANTITY SNAME SADDRESS PRICE 
1 Brooks, B. Granola 5 Sunshine Produce 16 River St. 1.29 
2 Brooks, B. Granola 5 Sunshine Produce 16 River St. 1.29 
2 Robin, R. Granola 5 Sunshine Produce 16 River St. 1.29 
If n represents Qw S and if m and p are the sons of n, then r,,, and rp are 
obtained by (1) projecting r,, on Q and S, respectively, and (2) adding to r,,, a tuple 
t and to rp a tuple s such that t[Qn S] $(rpu {s})[QnS] and s[Qn S] $ 
(r, u { t})[Q n S]. This requirement does not completely determine the values of t 
and s. Various tuples can be used, depending on what is considered to be the best 
illustration of the join. The tuples t and s could, for instance, be chosen so that they 
resemble existing tuples in r,,, and rp as much as possible and differ only on Q n S. 
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Another possibility is to use completely new values for t and s. This is the choice we 
have made in Example 1, where we obtain the relations r4: 
0 RDER-NO NAME ITEM QUANTITY 
1 Brooks, B. Granola 5 
2 Brooks, B. Granola 5 
2 Robin, R. Granola 5 
4 Hart, W. Whey 10 
and r5: 
SNAME SADDRESS 
Sunshine Produce 16 River St. 
Tasti Supply Co. 17 River St. 
ITEM PRICE 
Granola 1.29 
Lettuce 39 
Such relations illustrate the selective nature of joins; i.e., the fact that tuples with 
no match in the joining relation are dropped. If we also wish to illustrate the 
generative nature of joins we need several tuples. For instance, if we have a join 
ABM BC, we might like to have, e.g., the tuples {(1, 7), (2, 7), (3, 8)) in AB and 
the tuples {(7,4), (8, 51, t&6)) in BC. This construction is symmetric and yields 
four tuples in ABw BC. Generalizing it for relation schemes with more attributes is 
straightforward. 
In Example 1 the first tuple of relation r5 matches several tuples in r,; thus 
Granola plays the role of the value 7 above. The symmetric generative property is 
not illustrated. To do so, at least one tuple with ITEM= Lettuce would have to be 
added to both r4 and r5. This has been omitted; the extent to which each operation 
needs to be illustrated is somewhat a matter of taste and depends also on the user 
of the test generator. 
More General Selection Conditions 
Disjunctions are easy to handle. Consider nodes n and m that correspond to 
ati v JQ) and Q, respectively. During the bottom-up phase we add $ v cp to C,. 
The top-down phase is also easy to fix: to obtain r,,,, we simply add to r, a tuple t 
that satisfies neither cp nor $. 
We shall only consider conjunctions of the form uti h JQ); the generalization to 
more than two terms is straightforward. Let n and m be the nodes that correspond 
to gti h JQ) and Q, respectively. During the bottom-up phase, C,, is obtained by 
adding both # and cp to C,. Since the selection is equivalent with a$(a,(Q)), 
relation rm could be obtained in the top-down phase by adding tuples t and s to r,. 
The tuples should be chosen so that t does not satisfy cp, and s satisfies cp but not +. 
However, the order of carrying out the two tests is not specified in the original 
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query oti h JQ); therefore fixing the order arbitrarily does not faithfully illustrate 
the original form of the query. A better solution would be adding three tuples, t, s, 
and u, to rn. Tuple t should satisfy cp but not IJ, tuple s should satisfy 1+5 but not cp, 
and tuple u should satisfy neither cp nor II/. 
If the conjunction has more than two terms, the number of combinations may 
grow too large to make this alternative practical. In fact, it can be considered to 
illustrate how Boolean operators work, not so much how selections work. 
Therefore the opposite solution of adding to r,, a single tuple that satisfies neither cp 
nor IJ? is also feasible. 
Functional Dependencies 
Suppose we are given a set F of functional dependencies that the database must 
satisfy. To take F into account, we chase each leaf relation r for a scheme R with 
respect to a cover of xR(F), where 
n,(F)= {X+ YIX+ YEF+, XE R, and YG R). 
Chasing is usually done so that if a violation of a dependency X+ Y is found, the Y 
values are made equal. In our case this would mean that the differences explicitly 
created to illustrate the operations could disappear. An interesting alternative 
solution would be to use a backward chase: instead of changing the Y values, the X 
values should be forced to differ. If new values are used to achieve this, the process 
clearly terminates in time proportional to the size of the relation. Unfortunately, 
backward chasing can also destroy properties that were explicitly created for 
illustrating the difference of various operations. The proper handling of functional 
dependencies in this setting is left for further study. 
If we in Example 1 assume the set of dependencies F given in Section 1, a 
backward change of r4 would replace the ORDEILNO of tuple 3 by a unique 
number, e.g., 3, thereby producing the examples given in Section 1 (relation r5 
already satisfies F). 
Instead of starting the top-down phase from a single tuple, we could generate an 
Armstrong relation for the root node s with respect to the dependency set F,. 
Algorithms for doing this can be found, e.g., in [BDFS84 and MR86]. This 
produces larger examples, but it should also increase the user’s confidence in the 
test database: the result illustrates all situations allowed by the dependencies. 
Because we assume that the domains are dense, it is always possible to generate r, 
so that the tuples satisfy C,. Another way to use Armstrong relations is to add 
tuples to the leaf relations so that they do not satisfy any unnecessary dependencies. 
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
We have studied a new problem in relational database theory, the generation of 
good test databases to assist in testing relational queries. We started by defining the 
concept of a complete test database and then characterized this notion by using 
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Armstrong databases. We applied two techniques for generating Armstrong 
databases to our problem. The first technique, based on taking unions of databases, 
is very general, but produces rather large databases. The second technique is based 
on chasing a collection of counterexamples; it produces smaller databases and 
applies rather well to the class of SPJ-queries. 
These methods for producing test databases are based on the semantics of the 
queries, not on their structure. I.e., the effect of a test case is viewed only by looking 
at its input-output behavior. This point of view is perhaps adequate for declarative 
query languages, e.g., relational calculus. For the learning of a procedural query 
language like the relational algebra also the intermediate results produced by a test 
case are important. We concluded therefore by giving a construction intended to 
illustrate the effect of every operation occurring in the query. 
These results can be seen as first steps: several open problems remain. One is 
finding an algorithm which does the same as the one in Section 4 but allowing also 
conditions of the form A <B. The circumstances under which complete test 
databases exist merit also further study. One could also investigate the question of 
how to choose a subset from an existing database which illustrates the effect of a 
given query as well as possible. Moreover, the usefulness of the proposed method 
for coping with the problems of using query languages (cf. [Ka86]) should be 
studied. 
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